August 1, 2022
The Honorable Jessica Rosenworcel
Chairwoman
Federal Communications Commission
45 L Street, NE
Washington, DC 20554
Dear Chairwoman Rosenworcel,
We write to ask the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to consider ways to advance
Tribal Nations’ ownership of spectrum over their lands, in furtherance of the federal trust
responsibility and of Tribal sovereignty.
You have shown a deep understanding of the need to increase broadband access on Tribal lands.
During your confirmation hearing to be Commissioner and Chair of the FCC, you acknowledged
the necessity of bridging the digital divide that disadvantages many Native communities. You
said, “It can’t be that our Native communities are the last communities to see the benefits of the
digital age,” acknowledging “that we have a real problem, and we have to take special action to
address it.”1 You also committed to “make a specialized effort to do more, to ensure that [Native
communities] have full access to broadband, so they can take advantage of the full opportunities
of the digital age.”2 In 2020, it was estimated that almost a third of Tribal lands in the United
States lacked internet access, with the majority only having access to broadband speeds that the
FCC considers to be less than “minimally acceptable.”3
This serious problem has been acknowledged across the federal government. In 2020, for the
first time, the FCC opened a Tribal priority filing window for Tribal Nations and Tribal entities
to apply for 2.5 GHz spectrum licenses over their Tribal lands.4 More than 300 licenses were
issued under the 2.5 GHz Tribal Priority Window program.5 In the Consolidated Appropriations
Act, 2021, Congress included nearly $1 billion to create the Tribal Broadband Connectivity
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Program at the National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA),6 a
program that received another $2 billion in the Infrastructure Investment and Jobs Act.7 To date,
the Tribal Broadband Connectivity Program has awarded over $91 million to 43 projects.8
These steps are all important and commendable, but they are not enough on their own. For
example, during the Tribal Broadband Connectivity Program’s application window for the initial
$980 million in funding, the NTIA received over 280 applications representing over $5 billion in
funding requests.9 Similarly, the FCC received 419 applications for the 2.5 GHz Tribal Priority
Window, which not all 574 federally recognized Tribes were able to apply for.10 The federal
government must do more to ensure that Tribal Nations, Tribally owned entities and Native
Hawaiians have access to affordable, high-speed broadband and spectrum across Tribal lands.
We ask that you continue to support the economic development of Tribal Nations and Native
communities by working to advance their spectrum access and ownership. Advancing Native
spectrum access and ownership is the best way for the FCC to work toward fulfilling the federal
government’s trust and treaty obligations to Tribal Nations.
The Department of the Interior’s (DOI) National Tribal Broadband Strategy identified the need
to strengthen Tribal broadband access in order to increase economic development.11 This plan
noted the importance of greater broadband access in ensuring that telemedicine, virtual and
remote learning, and public safety programs, among other services, are available to Native
communities.12
Facilitating economic development through Tribal spectrum access and ownership is consistent
with existing federal policies and the FCC’s trust responsibility. In 2000, the FCC issued a
statement of policy that “reaffirms its commitment to promote a government-to-government
relationship between the FCC and federally recognized Indian Tribes,” recognized the FCC’s
“own general trust relationship with, and responsibility to, federally-recognized Indian Tribes,”
and acknowledged the federal government’s “longstanding policy of promoting Tribal selfsufficiency and economic development.”13 It also reiterated its commitment “to work with Indian
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Tribes on a government-to-government basis consistent with the principles of Tribal selfgovernance to ensure, through its regulations and policy initiatives, and consistent with Section 1
of the Communications Act of 1934, that Indian Tribes have adequate access to communications
services.”14 In 2011, an FCC notice of proposed rulemaking described how connectivity rates on
Tribal lands lag far behind national levels, recommended “that increasing Tribal access to and
use of spectrum would create additional opportunities for Tribal communities to obtain
broadband access,” and suggested the FCC consider “new opportunities for Tribes to seek access
to spectrum,” in order to address inadequate broadband access on many Tribal lands.15 In 2017,
DOI’s solicitor issued an opinion affirming that the federal government can work toward
fulfillment of its trust relationship with Tribal Nations by “empowering Tribes to more directly
manage their own resources and lands, engage in economic development opportunities based on
their own strategies and priorities, and self-govern through their own independent judgment and
cultural values.”16 Spectrum should be treated as such a resource—one that can provide a stream
of economic development opportunities to Tribal Nations and Native communities.
The need is clear. So is the solution: enhance Tribal self-sufficiency and self-governance by
facilitating Tribal spectrum access and ownership. We request that you and the FCC take steps
consistent with the federal government’s trust and treaty responsibilities to Tribal Nations by
working to create economic opportunities for Tribal Nations and Native communities by
expanding Tribal broadband and Native spectrum access and ownership.
Thank you for your consideration of this important matter.
Sincerely,

Elizabeth Warren
United States Senator

Kaiali'i Kahele
Member of Congress
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Tina Smith
United States Senator

Mazie K. Hirono
United States Senator

Jacky Rosen
United States Senator

Catherine Cortez Masto
United States Senator

Ben Ray Luján
United States Senator

Martin Heinrich
United States Senator

Ed Case
Member of Congress

Teresa Leger Fernández
Member of Congress
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